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Support for the UN Global Compact 
 
 

3rd April 2020 

 

 
To our stakeholders: 

 

 
I am pleased to confirm that Adam Smith International reaffirms its support of the Ten 

Principles of the United Nations Global Compact in the areas of Human Rights, Labour, 

Environment and Anti-Corruption. 

Our 2020 Communication on Progress describes our actions to continually improve the 

integration of the Global Compact and its principles into our business strategy, culture 

and daily operations, as well as our achievements and areas for improvement in relation 

to embedding the UNGC principles.  

Since our last statement I am delighted to be able to write that we are now a certified B 

Corp with a triple bottom line commitment that is closely aligned with these Ten Principles 

and the broader United Nations Sustainable Development Goals. We also commit to 

sharing this information with our stakeholders using our primary channels of 

communication. 

 
 

Sincerely yours, 
 

Jonathan Pell 

Chief Executive Officer 
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Introduction 
 

Adam Smith International (“ASI”) is a global advisory company that works locally to transform lives by making economies 

stronger, societies more stable and governments more effective. The ASI group is headquartered in the UK and employs 

over 400 people worldwide. It partners with thousands of individuals and organisations to deliver its work across Central 

Africa, East Africa, West Africa, the Middle East, South and South East Asia, Latin America and the Pacific Islands. ASI 

is owned and operated by its employees. We are committed to corporate integrity and a triple bottom line of social, 

environmental and financial performance. 

That is the way we work and that commitment was formally recognised when we became a certified 

B Corp (please see https://bcorporation.net/). The certification indicates we balance profit and 

purpose through the highest standards of transparency and accountability as well as social and 

environmental performance.  

We believe we can achieve more in partnership with others than if we act alone. Our global operating 

model enables us to support our people and partners on the ground in delivering change in complex 

situations, in fragile states and where there is conflict. And by sharing our knowledge and experience, 

we can help to improve the standards of our industry, as well as the positive impact we can have on 

people’s lives. 

This is only possible if we think creatively about complex problems and deliver change through meaningful global and 

local partnerships. 

We are governed by our core values, which shape our culture, underpin the way we behave and determine how we 

make decisions: 

 

Our Code of Conduct continues to be at the core of all our stakeholder engagements, helping our employees, associates, 

suppliers and partners make decisions in often difficult and complex operating environments. 

In this Communication of Progress (CoP) we have identified specific policies, actions and measurement systems we 

have implemented in the last year (2019/20) to work towards addressing the UN Global Compact’s (UNGC) Ten 

Principles. 

We welcome feedback and opportunities to discuss our work and the ways in which we can improve. 

Partnership 

Bringing together people 

from diverse backgrounds 

and adopting an inclusive 

approach to work. 

This requires effective 

communication, sharing 

information and building 

relationships. 

 

Resourcefulness 

Working in complex, 

challenging situations and 

using resources wisely to 

achieve high quality 

outcomes. 

We embrace responsibility, 
empower others and celebrate 

excellence 

Creativity 

Finding new ways to create 

value through innovative 

thinking, technology and 

better ways of working. 

We aspire to challenge the 

status quo, make problem 

solving personal and learn 

from others. 

https://bcorporation.net/
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Human Rights 
 

UNGC Principles: 

Principle 1: Businesses should support and respect the protection of internationally proclaimed human rights 

Principle 2: Make sure that they are not complicit in human rights abuses 

Assessment 
Description of the relevance of specific human rights issues for the company (i.e. based on assessment of human rights 

risk). Description of policies, public commitments and company goals on Human Rights. 

As a company delivering sustainable development, including in fragile states or where there is conflict, we strive to 

maintain the highest standards of integrity, professionalism and efficiency in carrying out our work. We set out these 

principles in our Code of Conduct. We see it as our responsibility to support transparency, identify and address risks, 

regularly review our business practices, and collaborate with others to protect the rights of those who are most vulnerable 

to abuses such as modern slavery.  

ASI is committed to preventing and reducing harm to children and vulnerable adults who may be in contact with our staff 

or associates. All ASI staff and associates are required to adhere to our Safeguarding Policy. ASI’s Director of 

Programmes acts as our global Safeguarding Lead, creating a trusted point of contact for staff, associates and any 

external stakeholders, to raise concerns and ensure that any safeguarding matters are investigated, disciplinary 

measures are taken where claims are substantiated, and processes are improved to prevent reoccurrence. 

Beyond basic compliance with applicable employment and labour laws, ASI is committed to working with donors and 

partners to apply best practice through our supply chains and to use our expertise to help end human trafficking, modern 

slavery (sex trafficking and compelled labour) and all human rights abuses. 

 

Implementation 
Description of concrete actions to implement Human Rights policies, address Human Rights risks and respond to Human 

Rights violations. 

Speaking Up and Investigations  

ASI promotes a culture of openness, accountability, and high ethical standards. As part of our employees’, suppliers’ 

and partners’ duty under the ASI Code of Conduct and Partner Code of Conduct, they must report suspected or actual 

violations of law and regulations, as well as ASI’s policies in relation to fraud, bribery and corruption, counter terrorism, 

human trafficking, modern slavery and safeguarding. As outlined in our Speak Up policy, ASI employees and other 

stakeholders can raise concerns through multiple channels, including an independent Speak Up hotline. 

Commitment to preventing Modern Slavery in our supply chains 

Our efforts in identifying and mitigating the risks of modern slavery and human trafficking have focused on prevention 

through our third party screening process and awareness-raising through training and policies, which clearly set out 

ASI’s stance towards modern slavery and human trafficking. We understand that as we continue to gain a better 

understanding of our supply chains, we will expose further risks of modern slavery and we recognise that we will need 

to continually renew our efforts to minimise the negative impact on vulnerable people in our supply chain. We are 

therefore continuously reviewing potential processes to proactively identify and address modern slavery across our 

operations. Our ongoing commitment means that we will progress year on year in our efforts towards transparency, 

prevention, identification and mitigation of human trafficking and modern slavery deeper down our supply chains. ASI’s 

Human Trafficking and Modern Slavery statements are available through the Transparency In Supply Chains website. 

Supply Chain Management  

Our supply chains consist of third party suppliers, self-employed consultants and partner organisations spread across 

our global operational platforms. 

We strive to ensure that all goods and services purchased as part of programme delivery and ongoing operations are 

free from modern slavery, human trafficking and other human rights abuses. ASI has a robust Third Party Screening 

process, which requires due diligence to be conducted on our partners and suppliers, including checking for any red flags 

or adverse media which could highlight human rights violations using ASI’s Third Party Screening tool, which screens 

over 200,000 international sanctions lists and media sources, including lists of companies and individuals linked to 

https://adamsmithinternational.com/policies/asi-code-of-conduct/
https://tiscreport.org/company/gb/02732176
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modern slavery and human trafficking. 

As per our Third Party Screening Policy we continue to inform all our suppliers and partners of our commitment to human 

rights. Our partners and suppliers are required to certify their compliance with the ASI Partner Code of Conduct, which 

in turn requires our partners and suppliers to ensure that no human rights abuses, including modern slavery and human 

trafficking, are taking place within their own supply chains.  

 

Development Sector Networks and Forums 

We are collaborating with organisations across the development sector on the topic of safeguarding and human 

trafficking. We are a member of the Cross-Sector Safeguarding Group (CSSG) which brings together representatives 

from NGOs, the private sector, the UN, research and financial institutions to collaborate and work on the area of 

Safeguarding.  

We also regularly attend the Safeguarding Lead network, a private sector led group borne out of the CSSG and the 

Human Trafficking Foundation, a network of anti-trafficking experts, NGOs and other organisations that work together 

to combat modern slavery by providing policy recommendations to HMG. 

Onboarding of staff and associates  

All our staff and associates are required to certify their compliance with the ASI Code of Conduct, through the Ethics 

and Compliance Declaration and are further bound to comply with the Code through the contractual terms of their 

employment or associate contracts.  

As part of the onboarding process and on an annual basis, employees are required to pass the following e-learning 
modules: 

• Safeguarding Children 

• Harassment and bullying at work 

• Modern slavery 

• Equality and diversity in the workplace 

• UK Bribery Act 

 

Measurement of Outcomes 
Description of how the company monitors and evaluates performance. 

Commitment  Key Performance Indicator 

Staff safeguarding 

training 

Our online Learning Management System records completion rates of the modules 

outlined above. We are committed to ensuring all employees complete our e-learning 

modules. 

Number of Speak Up 

cases 

ASI has an independently operated “Speak Up” hotline. We can report that no 

instances of human trafficking or modern slavery have ever been reported or found in 

our business or supply chains. 

 

Construction Contracts  
 
ASI considers any third party providing construction services directly to ASI or through one of our programmes as the 
highest risk third party in relation to potential human rights violations. This is because the supply chains involved in 
construction are complex and there is a higher risk of migrant labour being used for elements of construction. This 
demographic is less likely to be able to negotiate fair wages, e.g. they may be compelled to provide labour in exchange 
for food or accommodation. Therefore, apart from undergoing a robust due diligence process, as outlined above, 
every single contract involving some form of construction requires the approval of ASI’s CEO or CFO.  
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Human Rights Principles Case Study – Mafita (a DFID-funded youth employment 

programme in northern Nigeria) 

Key SDGs addressed:  

 

 
 
Summary 
Since 2015, ASI has been implementing Mafita, a DFID-funded 
programme in northern Nigeria, established to promote social 
inclusion through vocational skills training for marginalised youth 
between the ages of 15 and 24, by facilitating their access to wages 
and self-employment. Mafita partners with certification authorities, 
training centres and businesses to provide basic education (in the 
form of foundation skills training), improve young people’s access to 
market relevant skills, and simultaneously stimulating economic 
growth and creating sustainable employment opportunities. By March 2020, the programme will have supported the training of 
30,000 marginalised young people (including Persons with Disabilities (PwDs), Orphans and Vulnerable Children (OVCs), Islamic 
Qu’ranic Education Girls and Almajirai). It is expected that through job placements and support to local businesses, Mafita will also 
generate an aggregate change in cumulative annual income of £5m for its beneficiaries. Perhaps most notably, the programme 
has also succeeded in placing the needs of marginalised youth on state government agendas; a first for Nigeria. 

 
ASI’s Safeguarding Mitigation Measures 
Given the programme’s focus on young and vulnerable people, ASI has put the following risk mitigation processes in place: 
✓ Hausa-speaking local speak up hotline for use by beneficiaries to report safeguarding issues, as well as any other misconduct, 

such as fraud or corruption. 

✓ Code of Conduct translated into Hausa made available to all Mafita office staff. 

✓ Appointment of one of the Mafita project managers as a safeguarding focal point. 

✓ Rolling out local training to Mafita staff as well as local Mafita trainers which includes master craft persons who work directly 

with Mafita beneficiaries.  
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Labour 
 

UNGC Principles 

Principle 3: Businesses should uphold the freedom of association and the effective recognition of the right to collective 

bargaining; 

Principle 4: the elimination of all forms of forced and compulsory labour; 

Principle 5: the effective abolition of child labour; and 

Principle 6: the elimination of discrimination in respect of employment and occupation. 

 

Assessment 
Description of the relevance of labour rights for the company (i.e. labour rights-related risks and opportunities). 

Description of written policies, public commitments and company goals on labour rights. 

ASI supports the UNGC principles on labour standards in addition to following local laws on employment and labour 

rights. 

Equal Opportunity Employer 

ASI recognises that everyone should be treated with dignity and respect in the workplace. ASI’s Equality, Diversity and 

Dignity at Work Policy has the UK Equality Act 2010 at its core (as well as comparable legislation in the other jurisdictions 

in which we operate) and ensures that no employee or job applicant is discriminated against either directly or indirectly 

on the grounds of any of the protected characteristics – race, religion or belief, gender, marital or civil partnership status, 

sexual orientation, pregnancy and maternity, gender reassignment, age or disability – or is subject to bullying or 

victimisation. Concerns that these principles are not being respected can be pursued through our Grievance Policy.  

Supply Chain Management 

We must also ensure that any suppliers that provide goods or services to ASI and any other third parties we work with 

share our commitment to complying with labour laws and human rights. We conduct due diligence on sub-contractors 

and they are required to certify their compliance with ASI’s Partner Code of Conduct, which includes a commitment to 

act in accordance with the UNGC Principles.  

 

Duty of Care 

ASI has a moral and legal duty of care for the health, safety and welfare of our employees and their families and others 

associated with our staff who are in locations where we work around the world. Many of our operations are in fragile 

countries with violent or hostile environments. There, as in all our working environments, we are committed to ensuring 

that staff are in healthy, safe conditions. We have dedicated personnel both in London and major overseas offices who 

are responsible for ensuring the safety and wellbeing of our staff. We consistently go above and beyond our legal 

obligations, e.g. by providing excellent personal accident and emergency policies and by making counselling services 

available to our staff. 

Professional Development  

Supporting our people to learn, develop and progress within ASI is one of the three strategic priorities of our People 

Strategy. We provide opportunities for formal and informal learning. When staff join us, they receive a face-to-face 

induction as well as being given access to our online platform which contains a range of both compulsory and optional 

training modules. Over the past year, we have rolled out leadership training to our senior leaders, launched and run 

Identified Risk – Low Skilled Workers  
 
We are aware that there is a higher risk of forced or compulsory labour or slavery amongst low skilled workers. Our 
global workforce includes a variety of lower skilled occupations such as drivers in the Democratic Republic of Congo 
and cleaners in Pakistan. We manage this risk by ensuring that all our workers receive a fair wage for the work they 
perform for ASI and by making all staff aware of the red flags to look out for in relation to modern slavery and human 
trafficking. Since our last statement we have also carried out significant work to promote our independent, multilingual 
Speak Up hotline and all our offices worldwide have posters raising awareness of this hotline which are visible to 
those in our workforce.   

https://www.unglobalcompact.org/what-is-gc/mission/principles/principle-3
https://www.unglobalcompact.org/what-is-gc/mission/principles/principle-4
https://www.unglobalcompact.org/what-is-gc/mission/principles/principle-5
https://www.unglobalcompact.org/what-is-gc/mission/principles/principle-6
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training programmes on our ‘Impact Framework’, which provides a range of learning materials for staff at all levels, and 

led a big push on ensuring staff receive frequent, high quality feedback, including through newly introduced mid-year 

reviews. We have also recently introduced an individual learning and development fund through which any employee 

can apply for funding for individual learning activities to support their professional development. Priority is given to junior 

and mid-level staff and at least 50% of the fund must be allocated to women. 

Prompt Payment Code 

ASI seeks to treat its suppliers fairly and pay them swiftly so it is important to us that we are a signatory to the UK 

Government’s Prompt Payment Code. Invoices are expected to be submitted by the second working day of the month 

following the period of work to qualify for our standard payment terms of 30 days. Late submissions can result in delayed 

payment terms of up to 60 days. In accordance with these terms, we paid 68% of our suppliers within 30 days of 

supplying a valid and undisputed invoice in the most recent reporting period and a further 29% were paid within 31 to 

60 days. 

In 2020, ASI will launch a new Microsoft Dynamics 365 ERP system that will dramatically improve the efficiency of ASI’s 

entire finance systems including its invoicing cycles. 

Mental Health 

ASI has a Mental Health Policy and a network of Mental Health Champions aimed at supporting the mental health and 

well-being of all staff. We ensure that the Private Medical Insurance we offer to our employees includes mental health 

cover wherever possible (unfortunately, in a few countries we have not been able to identify a provider who offers this) 

and we offer an Employee Assistance Programme to staff, which gives them access to as many as six face-to-face 

counselling sessions, as well as providing online and telephone-based options for support. Our network of Mental Health 

Champions is very active and has recently updated our Mental Health Policy, expanding the content to provide support 

to all those compelled to work from home as a result of the current COVID-19 pandemic.  As the revised policy was 

launched, we also gave a presentation to all staff providing guidance on promoting good mental health and wellbeing. 

Flexible Working  

We currently have 20 staff on a range of formalised flexible working arrangements including part-time working and 

working from home on a regular basis. These staff are at all levels of the company, and many more staff benefit from 

flexibility on a more informal basis, such as through occasional or ad-hoc home working. We also offer staff the 

opportunity to take time off for study leave or to go on sabbatical. 

Our job adverts promote flexible working and our Flexible Working Policy makes clear that all staff are entitled to request 

a flexible working arrangement and we will endeavour to support such requests wherever possible. 

Diversity and Inclusion 

We pride ourselves on being a diverse and inclusive workplace. In 2019 we launched our Women Leaders Sponsorship 

Programme, with the ambitious goal of reducing the gender imbalance in leadership roles and bridging the gender pay 

gap. The programme is being piloted this year, pairing exceptional women with senior staff sponsors (men and women) 

who have been asked to actively support the career advancement of the participant by advocating on their behalf, 

opening up professional networks, creating opportunities, providing coaching and advice and supporting the participant 

to develop the skills they need to advance. In addition to supporting women in leadership, we are also trying to encourage 

local leadership in our overseas offices. The recent appointment of a female, local Head of Pakistan to lead one of our 

largest overseas offices is symbolic of our progress. 

At the policy level, we have integrated diversity & inclusion analysis into our core HR processes, incorporating gender 

analysis into our performance and salary review process and ensuring that at least 50% of our new individual learning 

and development budget is allocated to women. 

 

Implementation 
Supply Chain Management 

ASI’s supply chain due diligence process, as set out above in the Human Rights section, strives to ensure that ASI only 

engages with third parties that adhere to the same stringent ethical standards in relation to labour law and human rights, 

as ASI. ASI’s Partner Code of Conduct sets out our expectations in relation to ethical conduct expected of our partners, 

which includes compliance with the UNGC Principles, as well as an explicit prohibition of engaging in any form of forced, 

bonded and indentured labour, as well as child labour. The Partner Code of Conduct also references the ASI Speak Up 

hotline, which should be used to report breaches of the Partner Code. ASI requires its Partners to adhere to the principles 

that are set out in the Partner Code of Conduct and to cascade these standards further down their supply chains. The 

Partner Code of Conduct also provides ASI with audit rights to ensure that Partners are complying with the Code. 
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Onboarding of staff and associates  

As part of the onboarding process, employees are required to pass the following e-learning modules related to the 

UNGC labour principles: 

• Equality and diversity in the workplace 

• Harassment and bullying at work 

• Modern slavery 

ASI Employee Owned Trust 

Our company is owned by the trustees of the ASI Employee Owned Trust (EOT). The ASI EOT was specially formed 

for the purpose of holding the shares on behalf of the beneficiaries of the EOT i.e. the employees of ASI. Inherent in this 

form of business ownership model is the need for standards, competitiveness and dynamic thinking to flourish without 

the need for outside shareholders. It follows that those charged with managing the business must take responsibility for 

involving employees in relevant aspects of the running of the business. In May 2019, we launched a Staff Council to 

enhance the communication channels between employees, the Executive Team, the Directors and the Trustees. 

ASI Staff Council  

In May 2019, we launched the ASI Staff Council to give all those working for ASI a voice, enable senior management to 

consult more broadly with all employees and enable the workforce to hold the executive to account.   The Staff Council 

currently has 6 members who were elected by their constituents. The composition represents a cross section of ASI’s 

workforce both by geographical region and by type of role with one member also representing the many hundreds of 

workers we engage, largely as contractors, on specific projects.    

In the last year, we have also carried out significant work to promote our independent, multilingual Speak Up hotline and 

all our offices worldwide have posters raising awareness of this hotline which are visible to those in our workforce. 

 

Measurement of Outcomes 
Description of how the company monitors and evaluates performance. 

Commitment  Key Performance Indicator 

E-learning  Our online Learning Management System records completion rates of the modules 

outlined above. We are committed to ensuring all employees complete our e-learning 

modules. 

Number of Speak Up 

cases 

ASI has an independently operated “Speak Up” hotline. We can report that no 

instances of forced, compulsory or child labour have ever been reported or found in 

our business or supply chains. 

Supply Chain 

Management  

ASI can confirm that through our Third Party Screening process, ASI has not identified 

any third parties which have been found to have breached international labour or 

human rights laws.    
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Environment 
 

Principles: 

Principle 7: Businesses should support a precautionary approach to environmental challenges; 

Principle 8: undertake initiatives to promote greater environmental responsibility; and 

Principle 9: encourage the development and diffusion of environmentally friendly technologies. 
 
Principle 12: responsible consumption and production. 

 

Assessment 
Description of the relevance of environmental protection for the company (i.e. environmental risks and opportunities). 

Description of policies, public commitments and company goals on environmental protection. 

ASI is committed to minimising our environmental footprint by preventing pollution and encouraging practices to promote 

sustainability. This is part of our triple bottom line commitment to account for financial, social and environmental 

performance. We are working to measure, monitor and minimise our corporate environmental footprint, and to support 

improvements to the environment through our projects. We have adopted a strategic objective of being carbon neutral 

by 2025 and a net positive contributor to the environment by 2030. 

ASI has an environmental policy that complies with the ISO14001 standard with a particular focus on UN SDG Principle 
12: responsible consumption and production. 

 

Implementation 
Description of concrete actions to implement environmental policies, address environmental risks and respond to 

environmental incidents. 

Environment Policy 

In February 2020, ASI’s global network of Environment Champions developed a new Environment Policy underpinned 

by the company’s “reduce, reuse, recycle, offset” environmental strategy and setting out the procedures to respond to 

an environmental incident. The new policy is applicable to all ASI employees and self-employed contractors worldwide 

and is publicly available on the company’s website here.  

Environmental Strategy 

ASI’s environmental strategy is focussed on the reduction in consumption at both the corporate and the project level.  

However, ASI recognises that, as a business, certain types of consumption cannot be avoided. When consumption 

cannot be avoided, ASI expects its workers to recycle, where possible. ASI recognises that flight travel is a significant 

part of its Scope 3 carbon emissions. With the investment the company has made in technology, with the global roll out 

of Microsoft Teams for calls and chat and video conference facilities in 2019, ASI hopes that this will help reduce the 

requirement for business travel. However, ASI is aware that in the international development sector in which it operates, 

air travel cannot be avoided and is therefore delighted to now be working in partnership with Climate Care  

https://climatecare.org/ to help ASI offset its flight emissions with gold standard carbon offsets. Whilst ASI is currently 

unable to offset all of its emissions, in this first phase Climate Care is working with ASI to offset the flight emissions of 

its Board, Executive Team and Internal Audit team when travelling for business purposes.  

Environmental Assessments 

ASI conducts yearly, systematic reviews of facilities and projects worldwide using an environmental assessment 

questionnaire. ASI’s Environment Lead is currently working with external experts to analyse the data produces through 

these questionnaires to general a report for the company.  

Training and Awareness 

ASI’s global network of Environment Champions conduct education and learning sessions with its employees on 

environmental issues to increase awareness and stimulate positive behaviour change and also write and circulate a 

quarterly newsletter to all staff, the “ASI Green Times” to raise awareness of new company policies, company examples 

of best practice and updates on the bigger picture of environmental issues worldwide.   

 

 

https://www.unglobalcompact.org/what-is-gc/mission/principles/principle-7
https://www.unglobalcompact.org/what-is-gc/mission/principles/principle-8
https://www.unglobalcompact.org/what-is-gc/mission/principles/principle-9
https://adamsmithinternational.com/app/uploads/2020/02/ASI-Environment-Policy.pdf
https://climatecare.org/
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Measurement of Outcomes 
Description of how the company monitors and evaluates environmental performance. 

Commitment  Key Performance Indicator 

Net zero by 2025 ISO 14001 accreditation, training on the Environmental Policy, environment KPIs in 

our corporate strategy, data from our Environmental Assessment Questionnaires, and 

measuring our flight usage. 

Offsetting flights through 

partnership with Climate 

Care 

142 tonnes offset with Climate Care for 2019  

Annual environmental 

impact assessment 

ASI conducts a yearly environmental impact assessment of its operations. This 

includes an assessment on (where data is available): 

• Scope 1, 2 and 3 carbon emissions 

• Water consumption 

• The number of CFC appliances operated 
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Anti-Corruption  
 

Principles: 

Principle 10: Businesses should work against corruption in all its forms, including extortion and bribery. 

 

Assessment 
Description of the relevance of anti-corruption for the company (i.e. anti-corruption risk-assessment). Description of 

policies, public commitments and company goals on anti-corruption. 

International Development Sector Context 

The compliance requirements in the international development sector are increasing, as are donor and client 

expectations. Public and media scrutiny have intensified, and the need to maintain the highest standards of corporate 

governance, as well as the trust of our beneficiaries, partners and donors has remained as critical as ever. Given the 

countries that we work in, we recognise that there is an increased risk of fraud, bribery and corruption, and we must 

therefore ensure that we dedicate sufficient resources to mitigating these risks. 

ASI’s Commitment to the Anti-Corruption Principle  

ASI seeks to proactively protect the organisation, its clients, its partners and its beneficiaries from instances of fraud, 

bribery and corruption. This means that ASI: 

a) will always seek to take disciplinary and/or legal action against those found to have perpetrated, been involved 

in, or assisted with fraudulent or other improper activities in any of its operations; 

b) is committed to developing an ethical culture and reducing to the absolute minimum the likelihood of fraud, 

bribery and corruption occurring in any of its operations; 

c) encourages immediate reporting of any actual or suspected incidents of fraud, bribery and corruption. 

ASI has measures in place that reduce the likelihood of fraud, bribery or corruption occurring. These include risk 

management arrangements, documented financial procedures and a system of internal controls. 

ASI is committed to acting professionally, fairly and with integrity in all our business dealings and relationships wherever 

we operate, safeguarding all resources which have been entrusted to us, as well as implementing and enforcing effective 

systems to counter fraud, bribery and corruption. 

ASI’s Counter Fraud and Anti-Bribery and Corruption Policy 

ASI’s Counter Fraud and Anti-Bribery and Corruption (“CFAC”) Policy governs ASI’s approach to preventing, detecting 

and responding to instances of fraud, bribery and corruption. 

ASI staff and associates are required to adhere to the following principles as per the CFAC Policy: 

Principles and rules 
 ASI staff and associates must not give or receive bribes and must not use intermediaries, such as agents, 

consultants or any other business partners to commit acts of bribery. 

✓ Always notify the Legal, Ethics and Compliance team of situations where a bribe or other unethical payment 

has been solicited. 

✓ Always ask yourself before offering, giving, or promising anything of value to any person if what you are 

considering could be viewed as having an illegitimate purpose. If the answer is yes, you must not proceed. 

✓ If you have any doubts about how your actions may be perceived, please consult with a member of the Legal 

and Ethics team. 

✓ Always keep a record of actions and decisions taken in relation to approval of payments and the use of third 

parties. 

 Failure to act by ASI Workers when aware of an actual or suspected breach of this Policy may be subject to 

the disciplinary process, up to and including dismissal for gross misconduct.   

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.unglobalcompact.org/what-is-gc/mission/principles/principle-10
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Implementation 
Description of concrete actions to implement anti-corruption policies, address anti-corruption risks and respond to 

incidents. 

ASI Code of Conduct  

ASI’s Code of Conduct establishes the ethical expectations of all people who work for or on behalf of ASI. The ASI 

Partner Code of Conduct sets out the same expectations for ASI’s Partners. 

ASI’s Counter Fraud and Anti-Bribery and Corruption Policy 

ASI’s Counter Fraud and Anti-Bribery and Corruption Policy sets out in detail ASI’s approach to preventing, detecting 

and responding to incidents of fraud, bribery and corruption. 

Speaking Up and Investigations  

ASI promotes a culture of openness, accountability, and high ethical standards. As part of our employees’, suppliers’ 

and partners’ duty under the ASI Code of Conduct and Partner Code of Conduct, they must report suspected or actual 

violations of law and regulations, as well as ASI’s policies in relation to fraud, bribery and corruption, counter terrorism, 

human trafficking, modern slavery and safeguarding. ASI employees and other stakeholders can raise concerns through 

multiple channels, as outlined in our Speak Up policy, including an independent Speak Up hotline.  

Upon receipt of a Speak Up report, ASI will conduct an investigation in an independent, fair, confidential and unbiased 

manner with respect to all parties involved and in accordance with the ASI Investigations Manual. Details of the report, 

the identity of the individual raising a concern and anyone mentioned in the report are kept confidential throughout and 

after the investigation and are only shared on a need-to-know basis. 

ASI will take disciplinary action, up to and including dismissal (in accordance with local labour laws) against anyone who 

threatens or engages in retaliation or harassment of any person who has reported or is considering reporting a concern 

in good faith. 

Training and Awareness 

All ASI staff are required to take annual anti-bribery refresher training, as well as the anti-bribery and anti-corruption 

training they receive as part of their induction process. Counter fraud and anti-bribery and corruption topics form a part 

of face to face training sessions. 

Onboarding of Staff and Associates 

ASI conducts pre-employment background checks on staff and associates to ensure that they do not pose a fraud, 

safeguarding or other reputational risk. ASI staff and associates are required to certify their compliance with the ASI 

Code of Conduct by signing the ASI Ethics and Compliance Declaration and disclosing any conflicts of interest they may 

have.  

Third Party Screening  

ASI’s global supply chains consist of third party suppliers, self-employed consultants and partner organisations spread 

across our global operational platforms. 

ASI has a robust Third Party Screening process, which requires due diligence to be conducted on our partners and 

suppliers, using ASI’s Third Party Screening tool, which screens over 200,000 international sanctions lists and media 

sources, including lists of politically exposed persons. In addition to undergoing the screening, ASI suppliers, 

subcontractors, grantees and other third parties are required to certify their compliance the ASI Partner Code of Conduct, 

which commits them to complying with ethical best practice, including the UNGC Principles. 

ASI’s Internal Audit Function  

ASI’s Internal Audit team acts as the third line of assurance to ensure that ASI’s internal controls designed to prevent, 

detect and respond to incidents of fraud, bribery and corruption are operating effectively. 

Anti-Corruption Programmes implemented by ASI 

ASI builds capacity of countries to detect and reduce corruption through the international development programmes it 

has delivered in countries such as Uganda, Ghana, Nigeria and Afghanistan. 

 

 

 

 

https://adamsmithinternational.com/policies/asi-code-of-conduct/
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Measurement of Outcomes 
Description of how the company monitors and evaluates anti-corruption performance. 

Commitment  Key Performance Indicator 

E-learning All eligible staff have completed the anti-bribery e-learning module. 

ASI Ethics and 

Compliance Declaration 

All new joiners are required to sign the Ethics and Compliance Declaration and 

declare any outside interests they may have. 

Training and Awareness Since ASI’s last CoP, 279 staff and associates have received training on topics 

such as Ethics and Compliance, Third Party Screening, Safeguarding, Data 

Protection and Contract Management.  

Number of fraud, bribery 

or corruption reports 

received through different 

Speak Up channels 

Since ASI’s last CoP, 17 fraud cases have been reported through the ASI Speak 

Up hotline and other reporting channels. 13 cases have been investigated and 

closed and 4 investigations are still ongoing.  

 

Anti-Corruption Principle Case Study – STAAC (a DFID-funded anti-corruption 

programme in Ghana) 

Key SDGs addressed:  

 
 
Summary 
After two decades of economic growth, Ghana has gone from relative 
poverty to become one of West Africa’s wealthiest countries, but 
considerable development challenges remain. 
 
Strengthening Action Against Corruption (STAAC), our flagship DFID 
anti-corruption programme is uniquely designed to provide technical 
assistance  support to Ghanaian state organisations across the entire 
anti-corruption chain, from detection all the way to adjudication.  
 
This is intended to address not only the weak capacity in individual 
institutions in the areas of knowledge, collaboration and systems, but 
also weak links between them, creating pressure between institutions 
for cases to progress. In parallel, we also work with civil society, 
private sector and media to create enhance civic engagement and 
build pressure on the state government to address corruption issues. 
 
Operating within a highly complex and changing political environment, the ability to work in an adaptive and politically smart way - 
that goes beyond traditional political economy analysis has been at the core of STAAC’s success. 
 
As stated in the ICAI review “DFID’s Strengthening Actions Against Corruption (STAAC) programme embedded interventions in 
continuous political economy analysis, so that it could respond nimbly and seize opportunities for progress when and where these 
opened up.” 
 
STAAC’s design, alongside other DFID Ghana programmes was considered to “reflect global lessons on effective governance and 
institutional development work, including on working with political awareness, finding traction with units or individuals with a shared 
commitment to solving specific problems or better governance, and working adaptively by learning lessons on what works along 
the way. This approach is also recognized as more likely to bear fruit than top-down system-wide technocratic reforms.” 
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